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Responses to anonymous reviewer #1
We thank the reviewer for their time spent in reviewing our paper. Below, we respond to all
comments made. The reviewer’s comments are reproduced in their entirety, in italics.
The article presents a thorough evaluation of EMEP4UK model results against
measurements of the AURN monitoring stations. While a thorough validation is a major and
essential task when using an air quality model this article does not present any new insights
or methodology on how such a validation should be done. Furthermore some of the presented
validation work is IMO not complete and flawed to some extent. More specifically I have
following remarks:
Response: We are pleased to read the reviewer’s comment that our paper “presents a
thorough evaluation of the EMEP4UK model results against measurements of the AURN
monitoring stations.” The reviewer then states that the article does not present any new
insights or methodology on how such a validation should be done. In response we refer the
reviewer and other readers of this discussion to the stated scope of Geoscientific Model
Development, which encompasses articles reporting “full evaluations of previously published
models” (http://www.geoscientific-model-development.net/about/aims_and_scope.html). Our
article fits this scope: it reports, for the first time and for a temporally and spatially large
dataset, the comparisons between output from the EMEP4UK model and observational data.
The criticisms in the latter part of the reviewer’s comment above are repeated with more
detail in their subsequent comments and we respond to them individually below.
1) For some unclear reason the authors have omitted the root mean square (RMSE) statistic
from their analysis. They base this e.a. on the Thunis et al., 2012 paper. However in this
paper even in the abstract the first statistic encountered is RMSE. In general there is
agreement that a combination of bias, R and RMSE are best suited as each of these focuses
on a different type of possible error in the model results when compared to observations.
Response: We are not clear why the reviewer thinks that our choice of the modelmeasurement statistics to present is based on the Thunis et al. (2012) paper. In our
Introduction we cite several examples of the many studies that have discussed the choice of
model-measurement statistic (for air quality studies), the work of Thunis and co-workers
being amongst those we quote (P2, L5-9). We wrote: “Much has been written on air quality
model evaluation (see, for example, Vautard et al., 2007; Dennis et al., 2010; Derwent et al.,
2010; Rao et al., 2011; Thunis et al., 2012; Thunis et al., 2013; Pernigotti et al., 2013),
including publications arising out of international collaborative programmes such as AQMEII
(Air quality modelling evaluation international initiative, http://aqmeii-eu.wikidot.com) and
FAIRMODE (Forum for air quality modelling in Europe, http://fairmode.jrc.ec.europa.eu).”
These and other studies highlight the very wide suite of possible model-measurement
statistics that can be used. We emphasise many times throughout our paper the basis of our
selection of model-measurement comparison to publish in this paper (both the model1

measurement statistics and the air pollutant concentration averaging used in those statistics):
namely that it was guided by the needs of the health burden and epidemiology community
making first use of this large model dataset. The first two sentences and the fourth sentence
of our Abstract make this clear: “This study was motivated by the use in air pollution
epidemiology and health burden assessment of data simulated at 5 km  5 km horizontal
resolution by the EMEP4UK-WRF v4.3 atmospheric chemistry transport model. Thus the
focus of the model-measurement comparison statistics presented here was on the healthrelevant metrics of annual and daily means of NO2, O3, PM2.5 and PM10 (daily maximum 8hour running mean for O3). ”…“The two most important statistics highlighted in the literature
for evaluation of air quality model output against policy (and hence health)-relevant standards
– correlation and bias – were evaluated by site type, year, month and day-of-week.” We do
not dispute that RMSE is also a relevant model-measurement comparison statistic. But it is
not practical to include results for all possible comparison statistics, which is why we focused
on the correlation and bias statistics that are important for the health specialists. To further
emphasise and justify this application of our evaluation we provided four paragraphs of
discussion on the correlation and bias statistics in relation to health studies from P15, L1 to
P15, L36. We will provide further emphasis and justification for our metrics in revised
Introduction and Methods sections.
We refer to the work of Thunis et al. (2012) again in our Discussion section, in the context of
commenting on the magnitudes of the model-measurement comparison statistics that may be
expected for the type of air pollution model used in our work (see further comment on this
below).
2) On p. 13 line 10 - 14 the authors blame deviations between modeled and observed data
(almost) completely on the observed data’s lack on representativenes and measurement
error. Problems in representativenes are rather a problem of incompatibility: both model and
observations are representative at a certain scale (neither of which is better than the other).
However, these scales could (and are often) incompatible but this is neither the fault of model
or observation. Measurement error is indeed a concern but in practice model error often by
far exceeds the measurement error.
We believe the reviewer puts an interpretation on our text here that is not what we state, and
at the same time ignores one of the key messages we promote from our model-measurement
comparison. The specific text to which the reviewer refers above reads: “Even for a wellspecified Eulerian model (in terms of input data, transport, chemistry, etc.), modelmeasurement agreement may not be perfect for (at least) the following two reasons: first, the
model simulates a volume-averaged concentration whereas the monitor records the
composition of the air in one part of that volume, which may or may not reflect the average
concentration for the whole volume over the relevant time-averaging period; and, secondly,
the measurement may be in error.” So we and the reviewer are in agreement that there is an
intrinsic incompatibility in the spatial scale of model and measurement. At no point here, or
elsewhere in the paper, do we claim that one is better than the other, or ‘blame’ deviations
between modelled and observed data “(almost) completely on measurements.” We are simply
reminding readers of this intrinsic incompatibility in scales, together with the reminder that
measurements have an associated uncertainty. In fact, we do fully acknowledge model error
at several points in our presentation and discussion of results, including in both the
conclusions and in the abstract. We specifically emphasise (i.e. ‘blame’) shortcomings in
emissions input into the model as being the dominant driver for the model-measurement
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deviations (shortcomings in absolute magnitudes in emissions, in their temporal
disaggregation and in the averaging of emissions across a model grid). For example, this is
the text we write in the Abstract: “The directions of these biases are consistent with
expectations of the effects of averaging primary emissions across the 5 km × 5 km model grid
in urban areas, compared with monitor locations that are more influenced by these emissions
than the grid average. …The biases are also indicative of potential underestimations of
primary NOx and PM emissions in the model, and, for PM, with known omissions in the
model of some PM components, e.g. wind-blown dust.”; and, as further example, this is the
text we write in the Conclusions “….is strongly indicative that the main driver of model
shortcoming is inaccuracy of emissions (totals and the monthly and day-of-week temporal
factors applied in the model to the totals).”
2) In line with the previous remark, after reading the text I have some doubts on whether the
authors have understood the full extent of the methodology presented to the FAIRMODE
community and outlined in the articles by Thunis et al. (2012) to which they refer. A sentence
like p13 line 21" The presence of measurement certainty degrades the values that can be
expected from air quality model measurement statistics" is a case in point: in the
methodology proposed by Thunis et al. measurement uncertainty is used as the ’ruler’ by
which model uncertainty is judged: more measurement uncertainty then effectively means
that model results can also be more uncertain!
Response: (We presume the reviewer intended to quote our text in their comment as “The
presence of measurement UNcertainty degrades the values that can be expected from air
quality model-measurement statistics”, which is what we wrote, rather than “The presence of
measurement certainty degrades the values…” which is what the reviewer writes that we
wrote.) We don’t understand why the reviewer thinks that we don’t understand the concept
that the greater the uncertainty that may exist in measurements the poorer the modelmeasurement comparison statistics may be. We think our sentence fully encapsulates this
concept. We refer to the work of Thunis and co-workers at this point in the Discussion as a
very useful previously-published ‘yard stick’ for the magnitudes of correlation coefficients
and bias that might be expected for atmospheric chemistry transport model output vs.
measurement (which are of similar construct to our model-measurement comparisons) when
allowing for the possibility that there may be uncertainty in the measurement up to the level
permitted under EU directives for reporting air pollutant measurements. We do not claim that
these levels of uncertainties are the actual uncertainties in our particular set of measurements,
but that if they were then these are the sorts of magnitudes of model-measurement statistics
that might be expected.
In the end I was therefore left somewhat disconcerted by the text. Amassing all these results
in a, admittedly, clear form must have been a major undertaking but there is not really
anything new here. Worse yet, the authors seem to have missed some of the points made in
the articles that they refer. I therefore recommend not publishing this article.
Response: We hope that our extensive responses above have addressed the reviewer’s
concerns. In summary, the novelty of work is the publication of new model evaluation
statistics derived from an extensive set of simulations from the EMEP4UK model, with
deliberate focus on the model-measurement comparison needs of the health burden and
epidemiology community users of these simulations.
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